FM:Interact®
Space Reservation Module
In the past several years, the number of facilities professionals working remotely has grown substantially.
This growth will only continue, as will the need for an effective space reservation system. The FM:Interact
Space Reservation module provides functionality for both hoteling and meeting room scheduling to meet
today’s rapidly evolving demands of managing mobile employees who work anywhere at anytime.

Hoteling
Office hoteling enables individual employees to reserve space temporarily, such as a cubicle or office, that they can access for a few
hours, the day, or the week. Hoteling helps to reduce the amount of physical space an enterprise needs, leading to lower overhead
costs while ensuring that every worker has access to office resources when necessary.

Reserve work space
•

•
•

Locate and book available hotel space by
selecting from a list of spaces or identifying on
a visual floor plan
Display, track and manage room information in
the space management module
Save your reservations to common calendar
programs such as Microsoft Outlook

Reduce excess inventory
•
•
•

Provide access to office resources as
necessary
Decrease overhead costs and your real estate
footprint
Improve use of flex space by scheduling and
tracking usage more effectively

Users can easily view the time and dates of specific room reservations

Room Scheduling
Room Scheduling is used for locating and reserving suitable spaces for employee and team functions. Room scheduling provides
flexible tools that enables employees to look up and reserve meeting space based upon size, layout and installed amenities as
well as the ability to request and reserve additional amenities not permanently assigned to the room, such as IT equipment, food
service, etc.

Reserve meeting space
•
•

Locate and book available meeting space by
selecting from a list or identifying on a floor plan
Identify spaces that fit your unique requirements
by identifying rooms with specific layouts,
equipment or amenities before reserving

•

•
•

Improve the effectiveness of your teams by
allowing them to reserve meeting space that
meets their specific needs
Increase room availability by preventing squatting
on valuable meeting space
Gain insight to the actual demand rates of your
meeting spaces
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Optimize the use of meeting space

Create and manage reservations on the go on your mobile device

Manage more effectively
•
•
•

Centralize the management of all meeting space into a single tool
Easily configure approval workflows to ensure that meeting space can only be reserved by approved departments
Integrate request notifications, approvals and updates into common calendar programs such as Microsoft® Outlook

Space Reservation App
The FM:Interact Space Reservation app enables you to
create and manage room reservations on the go. You
can request amenities, equipment and room layouts to
accommodate your meeting needs right from your mobile
device. When the reservation is submitted, it will be added
to the FM:Interact database, giving you powerful reporting
capabilities and analytical tools at your fingertips so that
you can better understand how people use your space.

bookME
FM:Interact bookME gives employees the ability to view
meeting room availability and reserve spaces using an
Quickly and easily reserve space using FM:Interact bookME
interactive digital sign placed outside of meeting rooms.
bookME helps to efficiently use space in your organization
by allowing users to quickly and easily check-in, extend time when available, auto-vacate a room when no one checks in and end
meetings without logging into their calendar applications. bookME integrates bi-directionally with Microsoft Exchange, enabling
users to create and track meetings from Outlook, check-in at a bookME sign and vice versa.
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